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Synopsis

All Kalmus Orchestra Library items (except "Study Scores" and "Vocal Scores") are large-format (either 10x13 or 9x12 inches) printed on high-quality offset stock. Individual parts and sets do not come with covers and are normally saddle-stitched or sewn.

Work: Hänsel und Gretel

complete opera

Item Description: Full Score

Composer: Engelbert Humperdinck

Quantity: 1

PML SKU: 02786-001

Publisher: E.F.Kalmus (Kalmus Orchestra Library)

Work Instrumentation: 2+1, 2+1, 2+1, 2 - 4, 2, 3, 1, timp, perc, hp, str (2.2.1.1); vocal soli (7 roles SSSAAAB), chorus

Book Information

Series: Kalmus Orchestra Library (Book 2305)

Sheet music

Publisher: E.F.Kalmus (1933)

ASIN: B00UJ1P9ZQ

Shipping Weight: 2 pounds
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